FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
(Date)

For more information contact:
(IIE CHAPTER CONTACT AND PHONE NUMBER)

(STUDENT’S NAME) receives _____ place for the IIE Technical Paper Competition

,LOCATION) – (STUDENT’S NAME), from (UNIVERSITY’S NAME), received ____ place in the 20__
Regional Technical Paper Competition at the IIE University Regional Conference on (DATE) in (HOST
CHAPTER INSTITUTE). This award recognizes industrial engineering students who produce outstanding
undergraduate technical papers.

(STUDENT’S NAME) won for his/her presentation of the paper on (TITLE OF PAPER).

(STUDENT’S NAME) is a member of (SOCIETIES), and serving on (STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS).

(The final paragraph should contain some general information about your IIE chapter or group;
this information should remain the same and be included on all press releases.)
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